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Exhibit 1: Markets Snap Shot 30 June 2018
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S&P/ASX 200
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US – 2-year
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10-year
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-18bps

2.10%
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30-year

S&P/ASX 200 Accum
Commodities

Iron Ore 62%/t
Bond Yields

2.99%

3.01%

+2bps

2.53%

-48bps

-46bps

Aust – 2-year
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federal funds rate was increased for the fourth
time in 2018, the Fed did a 180. Chairman Jerome
Powell said, “Many FOMC participants had
expected that economic conditions would likely
call for three more rate rises in 2019. We have
brought that down a bit and now think it is more
likely that the economy will grow in a way that
will call for two interest rate increases over the
course of the year.”
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As the fiscal stimulus at the start of 2018, in the
shape of unfunded tax cuts, was larger and more
front-end loaded than most had anticipated, this led
to a slightly faster pace of policy normalisation than
previously expected. Powell noted on several
occasions the US was on an unsustainable fiscal
path, in contrast to the strength of the economy,
unemployment at a 50-year low and tightening
monetary policy. White House-driven fiscal policy
was in direct opposition to the Fed’s policy. There
was no co-ordination, but aggressive confrontation.
Powell continued in his statement after the 18–19
December FOMC meeting, “what kind of year will
2019 be? We know that the economy may not be as
kind to our forecasts next year as it was this year.
History attests that unforeseen events as the year
unfolds may buffet the economy and call for more
than a slight change from the policy projections

released today.” How profound. The possible “slight
change” turned out to be perhaps the greatest
about face in the history of the Fed. And the rest is
now history.
The word “patient” was introduced into Fed speak.
And with the likelihood of no more rate hikes and
the deactivation of the “auto pilot”, reducing the
Fed’s balance sheet at the rate of US$50bn per
month, the rebound in the US share market in the
six months to end June has been spectacular.
Australia has matched the US performance (Exhibit
1) but after the savaging late in 2018, for our
financial year ending 30 June, the total return as
measured by the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index
was lesser, but still rewarding 11.5%. Don’t expect a
repeat in 2019/20.
Markets have been driven by record low global
bond yields on the back of super dovish central
bank commentary, in response to benign inflation
and slowing economic growth as the US/China
trade war affected global output and trade volumes.
These record low bond yields, highlighted by US$13
trillion in negative-yielding global debt, have
pushed investors to seek higher yield than that
available from risk-free cash and sovereign debt.
Equities markets have been the major beneficiaries,
with bond proxies a feature.
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Exhibit 2: Equity research overview - recommedation dispersion
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With almost all macro pointers in decline, corporate
earnings growth will be a victim. Expanded price
earnings multiples, many in nose-bleed territory, will
be exposed and the reality of expensive purchases will
come home to roost. With markets at elevated levels
and earnings per share growth generally not keeping
pace, implied one-year forward market multiples are
comfortably above long-term averages. Currently the
average price-to-fair value of our Australian and New
Zealand coverage is 1.1. More importantly, the market
capitalisation weighted ratio is 1.2, a 20% premium.
Given we want to buy stocks at a discount to fair value
to provide an adequate margin of safety, the current
premium is over 30%. (Exhibit 2)
In my opinion, the odds are in favour of a repeat of
the December half of 2018. A meaningful market
correction.

Source: Morningstar

Exhibit 3: Advanced & emerging economy manufacturing PMIs

Global data points to contraction
Global economic activity continued to slow in the
June quarter. Hot off the press, the global
manufacturing PMI for June was 49.4, from 49.8 in
May and confirms continuing weakness from the
March quarter. May and June are the first
consecutive below 50 readings since November
2012. The June reading was taken before the truce
in Osaka and may have reflected earlier pessimism.
But the index is a measure of manufacturing output
not business confidence and so has credibility.
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are forecasting any interruption in their ever
upward sloping forecasts. And being of the old
school, I am more comfortable with valuations
based on sustainable earnings growth than lower
bond yield-driven discount rates.
The current US expansion has been the most
sluggish since 1945 and shortly will become the
longest in US history. More evidence of the altitude.
The timing of the next market correction is
unknown. But I suspect it may be sooner rather
than later. While aggressive easing in monetary
policy may continue to support the prices of
alternatives to risk-free assets, economic activity
will not be turned on a dime. It will take several
quarters before we see a meaningful lift in activity
and then it may be short-lived. In the meantime,
markets are priced for perfection and the delivery of
such is almost impossible.

The deterioration in June was not just US/Chinafacing nor had a developed versus emerging
economy bias. It showed an all-round weakness, with
the fall in exports more symptomatic of subdued
demand than trade war inflicted. (Exhibit 3)
Australia—Availability of credit and households
hold the key
The Australian economy remains closely tied to the
health of the Chinese economy. While a truce in the
US/China trade war has been called, few imagine
the calm will last. Most believe history will repeat
itself, reliving the upheaval after the Buenos Aires
short-term calm. Any further Chinese stimulus
prolongs the solid demand for our resources, and
we want the party to continue. The 83% increase in
the iron ore price over the past year, and a further
6.5% jump since 28 June, resonates loudly.

But domestic issues will remain the underlying driver
of economic activity and GDP growth. Holding a
crowded centre stage will be the housing market and
the wealth effect, the availability of credit and
household consumption. While monetary policy will
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Exhibit 7: What usually happens after the Fed tightens rates?
US Manufacturing PMI fell
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the-highway negotiating tactics could have
profound implications for global trade. Winners will
be hard to find.”
“Meanwhile, the Fed upped the ante at its June
meeting, raising the Fed funds rate as expected but
signalled two more rises in 2018, up from indicating
one at the May meeting. Rising US inflation
influenced the thinking and behaviour of the Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC).”
The first paragraph is still relevant. The second, 180
degrees from the current situation. After an
unprecedented backflip in late December 2018, the
Fed is on the verge of unwinding the interest rate
increases of 2018, as the implications of the trade
war with China and skirmishes elsewhere take
centre stage. Despite the latest truce, peace seems
a long way off. Surrender does not appear to be on
the cards. But fear-driven financial markets could be
a means to an end as Trump wants lower interest
rates come hell or high water. It may be financial
markets go to hell and investors drown.
The big questions for 2019–2020 are: Will an
intimidated Fed ensure Trump gets re-elected? And
could the US economy blow up before November 2020?
Many a time over the past year financial markets
have been blindsided when the chief resident of
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington DC, has a
bout of insomnia. The most recent was the threat of
tariffs on Mexican imports unless Mexico did more
to stop the flow of illegal immigrants into the US.
Paul Whitfield of Investor’s Business Daily summed
up the market slide thus: “Stocks learned a lesson
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Friday, namely that they are not operating in a bull
market or a bear market but in a Trump market,
which in some ways is the worst scenario for Wall
Street.” The Trump 2020 re-election campaign has
just started. Markets should be ready for tweet
bombardments over the next 16 months. Hold on
tight, it is likely to be a bumpy ride.
Historically, a Fed tightening cycle results in a fall in
the US Manufacturing PMI below 50%. An index
reading above 50 signals the industry is expanding.
Below 50 warns manufacturing activity is
contracting. There is a high correlation between a
sub-50 PMI reading and a trailing recession in both
corporate earnings per share and GDP. (Exhibit 7)
The US Manufacturing PMI currently stands at 50.6,
marginally above contraction and at its lowest level
in 116 months or almost a decade. This, as the Fed
is about to start cutting rates to stop a further
decline into contraction. On the other hand,
unemployment is near a 50-year low thanks to a
more buoyant services sector. Manufacturing
payrolls have slumped since October 2018 when US
and China tariffs started to bite. But
overwhelmingly, most jobs created in the US since
2010 have been outside the manufacturing sector.
The “Make America Great Again” campaign has not
created the manufacturing jobs promised.
While most manufacturing PMIs are at or below 50,
the non-manufacturing or services PMIs are above
50, although they are also trending downward. If
they were sub-50, it is likely the world would be on
the verge of, if not, already in recession.
Velocity of circulation and freight shipments
What do the velocity of money (circulation) and
freight shipments have in common? Both reflect the
level of economic activity in the most basic sense.

In short, economic growth is the product of money
supply and its velocity, or the number of times it
changes hands. Past major economic contractions
are characterised by falling velocity and in
expansion or better times velocity is either flat or
rising. The velocity of money has been falling since
1997 and currently is at its lowest point in 70 years.
As Lacy Hunt of Texas-based Hoisington Investment
Management Co. puts it, “if money lubricates the
economy, it needs to be as slippery as possible—
but it is growing less and less so.” If money supply
increases, but most of it stays in a bank account, it
will have no impact on economic growth and
productivity will suffer. This is one of the problems

